
AIDS 
 WHATEVER YOU THINK,                                              

THINK OPPOSITE! 
 

 'Endless loop - n. See loop, endless. Loop, 
endless - n. See endless loop.' Isaac Asimov  

In looking at the story of AIDS, we will do so in an unfolding manner, and again    
I will endeavour to be as succinct as possible as I condense what could easily be 
a book all in itself. We'll begin with the triumphant worldwide announcement 
the AIDS virus had been identified, we'll then look at how AIDS was being sold 
to us in the early days, we'll then look at the hidden 'infectious AIDS' Big Pharma 
influencers at the time, we'll look at what the AIDS illness really is, we'll look at 
the nature of the drugs being sold back then and today to help 'battle' the 
alleged virus, we'll look at 'the fashion' of AIDS, we'll look at how we all played 
our part to 'help' Africa, and lastly we'll look at the devastating consequences of 
us all getting on board the worldwide AIDS train and not carrying out our simple 
due diligence before boarding.   

 

 

 



THE ANNOUNCEMENT  

 

It was the 23rd April 1984 and the National Academy of Sciences auditorium in 
Washington DC was packed with journalists and television crews abuzz with 
anticipation. US Health Secretary Margaret Heckler emerged and greeted the 
assembled throng, declaring: 'Today we add another miracle to the long honour 
roll of American medicine and science. Today’s discovery represents the triumph 
of science over a dreaded disease.' 

The miracle Heckler announced was that a team of virologists led by Dr Robert 
Gallo had apparently isolated a virus that was the probable cause of AIDS, aka 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. This was a tremendous announcement 
at the time, and the enormity of Heckler’s words, coming at a time when our 
fear of AIDS was at its height, could not be over-estimated. Describing Gallo’s 
work as an all-American miracle discovery, Heckler reminded the public of the 
gratitude it owed to medicine for triumphing over this dreaded disease. And 
then it was the turn of Dr Gallo. Dr Gallo! Dr Gallo! This way! This way! chorused 
the hordes. The whirring and flashing seemed more befitting a royal arrival, the 
jostling photographers all vying for that special Gallo victory shot that would 
accompany next day’s triumphant world headlines which would announce 'The 
Beginning of the End of the Scourge of AIDS!'  

Gallo produced what he described as 'photographic evidence' of the cornered 
virus (later to become known as HIV or Human Immuno-deficiency Virus) and he 
briefly outlined the supporting science so-called behind his discovery. And all 
the time, the flashing and the whirring, but with no challenging question asked 
of him by anybody, no asking why the virus had been announced as the 
'probable' cause of AIDS and not the definite cause of AIDS. What a ridiculous 
question! Robert Gallo was a virologist for goodness' sake! He said the virus had 
been identified, and so that was that, and as a result, this relatively unknown 
doctor was now being fêted as the saviour of the human race, quite literally!  

A few months later, kurrent King Kong c19 slippery snake Anthony Fauci would 
be put in charge of the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 
(NIAID) to help 'plan a way through the AIDS crisis'. Said Fauci at the time, 'I don't 
think AIDS research is heading in the right direction.' More evil tennis then 
ensued as the newly-appointed Anthony Fauci very publicly began urging the 
pharmaceutical industry to come up with a life-saving AIDS drug as soon as 
possible! Fauci would also foster very good links with AIDS activist Larry Kramer 
who would lead groups of up to 100 'angry protestors' to storm such places as 
the FDA, the New York Stock Exchange and St Patrick's Cathedral to 'protest' at 
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the governments intransigence on 'fighting' AIDS and baying for Burroughs 
Wellcome to lower the price of her AIDS drugs - all these protests of course 
'somehow managing' to find their way onto primetime TV. Find a primetime 
AIDS cure NOW! Funny, that.  

Yet, when 35,000-plus people gathered at Trafalgar Square in September 2020 
and over 1,000,000 in 2021 to protest against the inhumane c19 lockdown laws 
and the fake c19 pandemic, NOT A SINGLE SECOND was devoted to the protests 
ANYWHERE on primetime TV, other than to denounce the ant-vaxxers for their 
irresponsible behaviour, and being careful to not show a single panoramic shot 
of the massive crowds. Funny, that too. We'll get to the murderous Burroughs-
Wellcome 'AIDS cure' in a few minutes.  

Fauci would later reflect on his dear friend Larry's passing. How touching 
Anthony! But remember, you're reading everything, everything, EVERYTHING as 
a dissenter now. We must read between the lines, and when we do, the parallels 
between AIDS and King Kong Korona plandemic are beyond coincidental. 

Right, we see Robert Gallo 
and Margaret Heckler at the 
1984 press conference 
announcing 'the probable' 
cause of AIDS. And below 
that, we see Anthony Fauci 
as new head of NIAID 
drawing up some magical 
pictures of Gallo's possible, 
hypothetical, never isolated, 
probable, likely, maybe, 
never proven, never 
identified, $multi-multi-
billion AIDS 'virus'.  But for 
many scientists and doctors 
at the time, Gallo's 
announcement didn't sit 
well at all. In their eyes, 
Gallo and the vast media 
frenzy supporting him had 
broken with all ethical 
science protocol.  

AIDS critic David Rasnick stated in Spin Magazine: 'With that announcement, 
Gallo had publicly leap-frogged right across the scientific process - across peer-
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review and analysis, across the very checks and balances of science.' 1 And a Dr 
Joseph Sonnabend, a South African physician and AIDS researcher, had this to 
say about the science of AIDS and the drug AZT prescribed to 'cure it', 'It is 
beyond belief. I don’t know what to do.  I’m ashamed of my colleagues. I’m 
embarrassed. This is such shoddy science. It’s hard to believe nobody’s 
protesting. Damned cowards! 

 The name of the game is to protect your grants. Don’t open your mouth. It’s all 
about money. It’s grounds for just following the party line and not being critical 
when there are obvious financial and political forces driving this.' 2 And we'll be 
looking at the drug AZT and the package insert shortly. 

In the eyes of the science purists, Gallo had committed a scientific no-no. He had 
announced the probable cause of AIDS but allowed nobody to verify his claims. 
Basically, Robert Gallo's AIDS virus carried the same weight as Dean Hamer's gay 
gene. How very different the future of AIDS/HIV might have been had Margaret 
Heckler opened that first AIDS press conference by reading out the following 
text from a paper on how to conduct ethical scientific research, 'Science and 
research must be studied in the context of all the interested parties involved. The 
questions centre on determining the relative weight of the various allies in the 
‘fact-creating’ process - e.g. funding bodies, businesses, departments of state, 
professions and other scientists. In analysing scientific debates, one should 
always ask what social, institutional, political and philosophical interests lie 
behind often apparently ‘neutral’ and ‘technical’ knowledge claims.' 3  

My goodness! Imagine how many so-called sciences today would crash and burn 
if we applied the same rule of thumb! Once again, we will discover now how the 
social, institutional, political and philosophical interests driving the AIDS 
pantomime had been expertly hidden from us, and how the apparently ‘neutral’ 
and ‘technical’ knowledge claims being made by the conventional AIDS 
'scientific experts' mirror the crafty announcements being made by today's lying 
and conniving c19 'scientific experts'.   

 

 

 

 

 
1 Rasnick, David, Blinded By Science, Spin Magazine, June 1997 
2 Quote recorded by Jeremy Selvey, Project AIDS International, PAI Archives. 
3 University of Manchester Institute of Science & Technology (UMIST) research methodology course 
handout, 1994 
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                              HOW AIDS WAS SOLD TO US  

 

The 'Blanket AIDS Terror Campaign' began in the UK and in the rest of the 
developed world all at the same time. The UK campaign began in earnest with                       
a series of full-page adverts appearing in all the UK daily newspapers across 
March and April 1986 warning us of the new virus killer. Laughably, the advert 
began, 'If AIDS only affects 0.002% of the population, why is this advertisement 
appearing in every national daily newspaper?'  

That's an easy one for us now. The adverts appeared in all the newspapers firstly 
because the kings of the earth own all the newspapers and secondly, how else 
were the kings going to kick-start their next pharma-terror campaign? The 
advert stated there is no known cure for AIDS (OMG! Please do what you can to 
save us!), that it spreads through sexual contact (OMG x 2), through intravenous 
drug use (OMG x 3) and particularly affects the homosexual community (OMG      
x 1,000) , and that penetrative sex is high risk and should be avoided.  

In highlighting the ‘homosexual' and the 'penetrative' factor, the source of AIDS 
was now firmly established in the people's minds as a queer plague, a fag plague, 
a gay plague, and 'infected queers', fear of gay plumbers and gay dentists and 
gay everything would set the tone for years to come, regardless of the fact AIDS 
never was a gay plague and neither is AIDS an 'infectious disease' as we'll 
discover. 

I USED THE TERM DEVELOPED WORLD 
But full marks again to Madame Mainstream for cementing in our minds AIDS is 
a killer virus spread predominantly by dirty homosexuals. Our scare-mongering 
CORONA headlines today mirror the AIDS headlines of 30 years ago. 
CORONAVIRUS WILL PUT 8M IN HOSPITAL, warned junior pole-dancer Dahlia 
Spress at the beginning of the King Kong pantomime. 

And you may have noticed just now the term 'developed world'. If you did, what 
so-called 'developed' countries came to mind when you read that? Or maybe 
you didn't notice, such is the frequency with which the term 'developed world' 
is used, and I'll be using this term from time to time in this chapter, as well as 
'first world' and ‘third world’ and I'll be doing so in the hope I can illustrate               
a point dear to my heart. As we consider all that we've read so far in Smoke and 
Mirrors, we should ask ourselves how our God might be viewing all of our 
'developed world' activities and the respectable philanthropy this 'first world' 
delivers to various 'third world' countries. I'm hoping we'll begin to see the 
despicable irony in these terms and that by the end of this chapter we would be 
shamed to such a degree that we would never EVER AGAIN use any of those 
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terms in any of our conversations. First world, smh. Who do we think we are! All 
of us  equal under God's gaze, except we 'over here' are just a little bit more 
equal, a little bit more developed? Really? And who's doing the measuring under 
God's gaze? Ugh x fifteen million! 

This first round of early AIDS newspaper adverts, said the UK government was 
prompted by growing concerns over a strange new wasting disease first 
reported on the east and west coast of America in the late 1970s which, a few 
years later, now also seemed to be affecting parts of Africa.  

Onwards to the mid-80s, and this new 'disease' was now also appearing in 
various European cities including London. Adding together all of these supposed 
'pandemic pointers', the UK CMO at the time Donald Acheson (deceased 2010) 
felt duty-bound to report his concerns to his superiors. Said Acheson, ‘I was 
horrified. If this could happen in Africa what would an identical virus do in 
Britain? I sought an urgent appointment with my political boss, Norman Fowler.' 
Page 11 Of course you did, Donald, of course you did!  

At the same time, Acheson also sent a letter to every GP in the country 
instructing them to be on the lookout for this ‘terrible new disease’. Leaflets 
were distributed to all UK surgeries warning haemophiliacs and blood donors to 
take precautions because of the potential for 'AIDS-infected' blood supplies. Do 
you older ones remember the ‘AIDS-infected blood bank’ headlines?  

Just as Madame Mainstream has been painting a catastrophic picture over the 
last 2 years of a world engulfed by 'infectious King Kong c19', so too she saw to 
it a worldwide 'infectious AIDS' juggernaut gathered the same momentum. I told 
you we'd be climbing the walls a lot quicker, didn't I! We can immediately 

https://kar.kent.ac.uk/63396/1/AIDS%20article%20final.pdf


imagine those AIDS headlines now, and the malevolent forces driving them, 
even if we're not old enough to remember them.    

SCARING PEOPLE WAS DELIBERATE 
Despite all the scare-mongering and the full-page adverts, this still had not 
produced the desired levels of national anxiety. That was to come though as the 
Fowler/Acheson/Big Pharma AIDS task force moved on to phase 2 of 'Operation 
Blanket AIDS Terror'. On 21st November 1986, Health Minister Norman Fowler 
announced in the House 'From this Sunday there will be a further intensive round 
of newspaper advertising lasting over the week - the fifth round of such 
advertisements; that will be backed up by a general poster campaign, with 
posters appearing in 1,500 sites around the country;  shortly after that there will 
be a youth campaign, using magazines, radio and cinema; early in the new year 
there will be a leaflet drop to all 23 million households in this country 
accompanied by television and radio advertising to maximise its effect; the HEC 
leaflet 'Don't Aid AIDS' will be sent to 11,000 pharmacies where members of the 
public can get them free.’ 

It was time now to roll out the scary TV 
adverts, and through every possible 
media outlet available! In February 
1987, two short but dramatic doom 
and gloom AIDS adverts appeared, 
Iceberg and Monolith. The iceberg 
theme tried to convey the idea of 
something unseen and far bigger 
lurking just below the surface. The 
advert begins with an icy wind and the 
words 'There is now a deadly virus.'  

For us oldies however, the advert we all remember is Monolith. Also known as 
Tombstone, Monolith was narrated by John Hurt and contained all the 
underlying fear and destruction you could wish for in a forty-six second SEX 
VIRUS ALERT! Amidst volcanic eruptions and falling rock faces and falling 
tombstones, John tells us AIDS is now a deadly disease with no known cure, 
anyone can get it and if you ignore the leaflet when it arrives though your door, 
it could be the death of you.  

The client for Iceberg and Monolith was the UK Central Office of Information aka 
COI - similar to the US Office of War Information and Nelson Poynter's deceitful 
US Information Agency which produced those WW2 'victory shorts'.  

https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/1986-11-21/debates/4f9e08ca-7ef1-4e9f-8555-da4e8b7c9816/CommonsChamber
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Sci-fi film director Nic Roeg was chosen to direct the ads and the ad agency 
chosen to joint-manage the project with COI was TBWA which had already 
worked with government on a nursing recruitment drive, a rubella vaccine 
campaign and a couple of hard-hitting anti-heroin shorts.  Malcolm Gaskin, the 
creative director at TBWA at the time says of Monolith, 'Scaring people was 
deliberate. The director Nic Roeg was specifically chosen for his doom and gloom 
sci-fi aesthetic. It starts with a volcano because it’s about the end of the world. 
Originally it was even scarier: we had metallic sirens blaring like the beginning 
of a nuclear war. But Thatcher thought we were over-dramatizing it and she was 
probably right. If we’d kept it like that I think everyone would have headed for 
the beaches.' Below, we see more of the same King Kong Korona headlines from 
35 years ago. Oh, I do beg your pardon! I meant AIDS, smh. 

To oversee the £20Mplus campaign, Norman Fowler appointed exWW2 tank 
commander Willie Whitelaw to head up the early AIDS task force. Leader of The 
House of Lords at the time, Whitelaw stated he knew all about sexual diseases 
and that advising his troops on 'keeping clean' had been one of his regimental 
responsibilities. And by golly, we all exclaimed, we need a sexual diseases expert 
at the helm right now! And we need Willie right now because thousands of us 
were now 'infected' with the deadly AIDS virus because that's what the incessant 
TV adverts and mainstream news reports were telling us. So, we must all be 
infected! Is a depressingly familiar picture beginning to emerge here?  

The adverts were also screened in every cinema and reproduced in almost all 
teen magazines. At the same time in other first world countries, similar AIDS 
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DEATH adverts appeared. Germany adopted the 'friendly, worldly-wise, next 
door neighbour down at the pub'-type approach. In this advert, the old man 
sighs knowingly as he watches a lad across the room with wandering hand 
trouble and he begins lecturing us on where all of this 'deadly friskiness' is 
headed. We can be also be infected and not even know it! Now there's                                
a surprising message, smh. In this next video, shown on repeat in France, various 
couples are bumping the uglies, the 'AIDS 'asymptomatic carrier' then draws his 
pistol and shoots the 'newly infected'. More Big Pharma lies about us all being 
deadly ticking timebombs. 

The award for top 'over the top' AIDS terror advert surely goes to the Australian 
Grim Reaper. It's laughably terrifying. Please watch if only to grasp the depths 
of fear the kings of the earth wished to cement into the mind of man over this 
new and terrifying fake threat to humanity. And again, just like c19, this AIDS 
campaign was a masterclass in synchronised terror orchestrated by the kings of 
the earth. And I'm loving how quickly this is going, btw! So much that no longer 
needs explaining!  

Such adverts were appearing right across the first world and all at the same time. 
The new dissenter in you will now readily discern the evil Big Pharma rats and 
other vested interests scurrying around the set. And as we look at these adverts 
now and maybe even laugh at the naivety of the horror acting back then, 
dissenters would say those early AIDS adverts only mirror what the c19 'terror 
producers' are contriving for us today.  

LATE NIGHT JIGSAW PUZZLES  
And so, with the UK AIDS task force now in place alongside almost all other first 
world countries, and with Fowler by now consistently using the terms 'deadly 
threat', 'invariably fatal' and of course 'no vaccine yet', and with the populace 
now sufficiently AIDS-brainwashed and alarmed, all we could do was sit in our 
D-Day AIDS bunkers, binoculars in hand listening to the crackling radio reports, 
and all of us steeling ourselves for the coming SARS, Spanish flu, Zika, Ebola, Bird 
flu, swine flu, King Kong Korona AIDS invasion.  

And all that was going around in our heads was that we're promiscuous, we're 
to have ONE partner only, we could ALL be 'infected' and we must ALWAYS 
WEAR A CONDOM! These were the key statements being driven home in the 
Blanket AIDS Terror Campaign. This is how it was being sold to us. Sexual 
proprietary was the order of the day. Never mind that Westminster was 
embroiled at the time in all manner of sex scandals.  Leon Brittain had ‘lost’ the 
Westminster pedophile dossier of course but still the stories kept coming 
involving rent boys and stuffed brown envelopes to prostitutes. Tory bigwig 
Harvey Procter was fined and forced to resign that year over gross indecency 
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involving teenager 'spanking sessions'. The later allegations Procter had abused 
and even killed children at the notorious Dolphin Square 'meeting house' were 
thankfully all written off as fake news.  

And at the same time as those leaflets were dropping through 23 million 
letterboxes telling us how promiscuous we all are, married civil servant and 
soon-to-be Prime Minister John Major was completing late night jigsaw puzzles 
with back bencher Edwina Currie who later wrote in her memoirs how hurt she 
was she did not even feature in the index to his biography. John Major would 
later lead the car crash Tory ‘Back to Basics’ morality campaign which saw no 
let-up in Westminster sleaze as us lesser mortals were being told how to behave 
in the bedroom. Below, we see then Health Secretary Norman Fowler at another 
doom-laden AIDS press conference.    

ACHESON, ROCK AND BOAT 
Ramping up the fear to warp factor 11, Fowler and Acheson played yet another 
AIDS asymptomatic card, Fowler telling us that once infected, ALWAYS infected, 
with Acheson stating, 'People infected are usually free of symptoms for many 
months or years, are unaware of their infections, but are nevertheless infectious. 
An exponential increase in the number of infected persons can be expected.’ 
We're infected with a killer virus but none of us know it. More asymptomatic 
fake AIDS announcements mirroring the fake asymptomatic AIDS TV adverts, 
yawn, yawn. And also said Acheson, because there was no cure or vaccine yet, 

https://youtu.be/EquSBaBeQtA?t=99


‘Plans should be based on the assumption that no means will be available to 
prevent the disease by immunisation in the next five years.’ Source page 123  

WHAT!! NO VACCINE!! For the next FIVE YEARS? NOTHING AT ALL to protect us 
from this killer? More yawns from the 'infectious AIDS' dissenter. Asymptomatic 
AIDS and 'no medicines to save us' gives us a glimpse of the evil AIDS tennis the 
kings of the earth were now playing. Here were the same evil common 
denominators present in ALL Big Pharma/big gov plandemics. All it takes is for 
us to learn the algorithms. And I take it you recognise it now?  

And just a minute on Chief Medical Officer and key AIDS influencer Donald 
Acheson. In his long career as a health professional, Acheson was President of 
the Association of Physicians of Great Britain and Ireland, President of the British 
Medical Association, a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, a fellow of the 
Royal College of Surgeons and a Fellow of the Royal College of Obstetricians and 
Gynaecologists. The words Acheson, rock and boat and AIDS were never going 
to appear in the same sentence.  

Prior to his CMO post which he held 
for 8 years, Acheson was head of the 
Medical Research Council - the 
organisation which along with the 
hugely powerful pharmaceutical 
company Burroughs-Wellcome 
would be heavily involved in the 
early AIDS task force years. So that's 
comforting isn't it, seeing the 
Wellcome boys and painted lady 
MRC rolling around the AIDS 
boudoir just as they're rolling 
around together in the King Kong 
Korona boudoir. Another ugh! The 
crabs crawling around the place 
don't bear thinking about!   

Having served his term as UK government CMO, Acheson moved on to the 
Rockefeller-funded London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (where 
else?), and after that to 'revolving door' UCL - another teaching establishment 
owned lock, stock and barrel by the same crab-infested Wellcome. And so, dear 
readers, with Acheson at the helm at the height of the AIDS 'crisis', was there 
ever going to be any other outcome? Of course not! We were only ever going to 
be told we're all 'potentially infected'. Such lucrative forecasting for the kings is 
all part of the job description for the post of CMO, isn't it, Chris Whitty, and for 
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the post of Health Secretary, isn't it, fluent lair Matt Hancock!  But you're gone 
now. For the time being, anyway.  

By late 1986, health secretary Norman Fowler was already promoting 
Burroughs-Wellcome by actual name in the AIDS 'pandemic' discussions in the 
House. Said Fowler in one of these 'impartial' AIDS discussions, 'For example, 
Burroughs-Wellcome was responsible for developing the test for antibodies to 
the HIV infection which is now in use as the method for screening blood in this 
country. The same company, which has an excellent track record in vaccines and 
anti-viral drugs, has developed and produced AZT - currently the subject of 
clinical trials in this country.' (Word search Burroughs) 

WE'RE SET FREE FROM THE 24/7 WICKED INDOCTRINATION 
And we're nearly at the wicked AZT but I 
really do think we're zipping along!  
Another MP lobbying hard in House for 
the 'AIDS fight' was MP for Canterbury 
David Crouch who was both a member of 
the MRC and a director of Wellcome 
Diagnostics! Well, knock me down with a 
feather! Said an impassioned Crouch in 
the House on 21st Nov 1986, 'We are at 
war with a new virus. We must get 
ourselves on to a war footing to tackle the 
great problem. We need to develop 
vaccines against the virus, and specific 
anti-viral therapies.' In the same debate, 
Mr Robert Key MP for Salisbury noted the 
AIDS blood test produced by Burroughs-
Wellcome is the best (word search this 
Hansard document).  

Reading the above Hansard report as a dissenter, the ENTIRE document shows 
evil AIDS tennis being played at its evil best by evil, self-serving vested interests 
across the entire evil House. The Big Pharma vested interests and control 
exerted over parliament back then is no different today, and it would seem 
there's no escaping the Big Pharma gravy train, not this side of Paradise anyway. 
But, actually, understanding the sheer size and strength of this evil framework 
set hard in place above us is the first step to walking out from under tyranny of 
it all, and our God most definitely wants that for us!   

And those have crossed the line in this regard, we're set free from the 24/7 
wicked indoctrination and false teachings pouring out from these institutions. 
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We are not swayed one little bit by their lies, they’re lying because their lips are 
moving. We see right through their 'breaking pandemic news bulletins', their 
'exciting and outstanding science' and ESPECIALLY their shimmering 'good works 
worldwide'.  

In fact, knowing the MRC and Burroughs-
Wellcome were central to the AIDS 
government task force, do we really need 
to continue with the AIDS/HIV story any 
further to reveal its fakery? Yes we do. We 
must grasp the full horror of what these 
monsters achieved in the great AIDS 
tragedy, not only that we fully understand 
how they collaborated with one another to 
deliberately poison and kill thousands 
upon thousands of people, but also how 
they collaborated with naive and willing 
charities, naive and willing church 
universal and naive and willing us.  

The true ugliness of the fake HIV hoax was camouflaged by the thousands of 
glowing, sincere and genuine, God-fearing, God-loving people working alongside 
the kings most of whom had not the slightest idea of the true luciferian 
population control agenda they were innocently helping to implement. Wake up 
church! Wake up people! Therefore, My people die through lack of knowledge, 
says our God.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE BEGINNING OF AIDS 

WHAT REALLY IS THIS DIS-EASE? 

 

AIDS began with the pharmaceutical industry of course, as all supposed 
'pandemics' do. But AIDS also began with the young and promiscuous, but NOT 
AT ALL in the way that we have all been taught to think about AIDS when we 
read 'young and promiscuous'. Whatever you think, think opposite. 

In America in the late 1970s and early 80s, doctors in Los Angeles, San Francisco 
and New York began noticing emaciated young men AND WOMEN arriving at 
their surgeries. On questioning these patients, it soon became apparent                   
the correlating factor was the east/west coast party scene. Excessive sexual 
lifestyles involving multiple partners and particularly the heavy use of cocaine 
and poppers plus lack of sleep featured across all of those early case histories.  

This emaciation affected both the homo- AND the hetero-sexual communities 
but the hetero aspect to this 'disease' NEVER featured in the Madame 
Mainstream GAY PLAGUE! headlines which is how the homosexual AIDS stigma 
first took hold. Below, we see a typical headline at the time. 

The truth is the 'men on men' bath house activities were no more licentious or 
prolific than the men on women and women on women sex parties at the time. 
Gary Null is a US alternative news radio show host who interviews dissenters 
from all walks of life. During the 1970s and early 1980s, Gary spent many hours 
interviewing literally hundreds of hetero- and homo-sexuals from the party 
scene. He witnessed first-hand the effects of their relentless lifestyle: 



'I went to the baths, to the night-clubs and I would hang out and interview 
people. I knew people who were partying 10 hours a night, 7 nights a week, for 
2 or 3 years straight. There were two guys who lived nearby, and I spoke to them 
on a regular basis when I was out there. I watched them physically deteriorate. 
In less than six months, I saw them go from being really masculine and pumped-
up bodybuilders, to just shells, emaciated… I found only 2 percent of people were 
doing it because they wanted to hurt themselves. Most of them just loved what 
they were doing. It was just like taking a kid and putting him in a candy shop. 
They wanted to eat everything in there, and the fact that they were going to get 
sick - well, you know ‘…the sickness will pass, let’s keep gorging!’4 

Outright hedonism was the environmental factor which linked ALL of these early 
cases presenting at the various medical centres, and when those sick people did 
actually stop partying and gave themselves time off to recover, guess what, they 
recovered! But Big Pharma had other ideas.  

As more and more cases began appearing, the US Centre for Disease Control 
whose primary role is to 'find' new diseases for their Big Pharma bosses leapt on 
this apparent 'new wasting disease' and decided it had to be a virus! A new 
disease plus a virus meant more drug sales! All that was needed was for the virus 
for this disease to be 'isolated'.   

ANOTHER BIG PHARMA PERFECT COMMERCIAL CIRCLE 
At the same time, acclaimed virus hunter 
Robert Gallo, (later dubbed the pope of AIDS 
and occupying a 'pandemic figurehead' role 
similar to c19 Anthony Fauci) was on the 
hunt for the virus he believed caused 
leukaemia. Gallo leapt on this new 'homo-
sexual thinning disease' and soon after, 
claimed to have identified the virus causing 
AIDS - Human Immuno-deficiency Virus aka 
HIV. Well I never! A virus hunter discovers 
that a virus is the cause of AIDS!  

Gallo's HIV of course was never independently verified, and it hasn't been to this 
day! Here are the latest images for HIV featuring the same glowing golf balls 
with the same little pylons sticking out. It's laughable, isn't it. But independent 
verification wasn't required back in the AIDS heyday. None of those sensibilities 
mattered, they never do. Big Pharma never needs to bother with any proof for 
any virus, so programmed are the masses into believing virus theory, with the 

 
4 Null, Gary, Zenger Magazine, 1997 
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result that on 24th April 1984, US health secretary Margaret Heckler announced 
the PROBABLE cause of AIDS had been found. Never-proven Human Immuno-
deficiency Virus was born. 

At the same time as 'discovering' HIV, Gallo also 'invented' a blood test which he 
said could detect his fake virus! Genius! Approximately one year after 
'discovering' the virus, on 29th May 1985, the patent for Gallo's infamous ELISA 
HIV blood test was granted. It was this blood test said Gallo which 'proved' the 
existence of HIV - the exact same test that today is 'proving' the existence of c19.  
You're infected with a deadly virus! My test can detect the antibodies to that 
virus! Take the test! I told you so!  

The endless AIDS loop is also the endless King Kong c19 loop, just like the endless 
Ebola, SARS, Zika, bird flu, swine flu loop, another Big Pharma perfect 
commercial circle. But for the science purists, prior to the fake Gallo HIV 
antibody test, the presence of antibodies in the blood had NEVER been used as 
an indicator of ANY illness. But since Gallo’s HIV hypothesis was popularised, 
antibody testing as an  indicator of alleged 'infection' or disease has become de 
rigeur across many branches of profiteering, poisonous 'medicine'. Once again, 
heightened cell activity in the bloodstream is merely an indication of a normal 
and healthy immune system response. But how we love to get tested! 

Yet if we bothered to ask questions of those tests and resisted the invitations to 
whatever testing station when they drop through our door, how much healthier 
might so many of us be today and still living! And this is supported by an 
increasing number of doctors protesting at too much medicine. Says this page 
on the BMJ site: 'The BMJ’s Too Much Medicine initiative aims to highlight the 
threat to human health posed by over-diagnosis and the waste of resources on 
unnecessary care. We are part of a movement of doctors, researchers, patients, 
and policymakers who want to describe, raise awareness of, and find solutions 
to the problem of too much medicine.' 5 

                              

 

 

 
5 The BMJ report continues: 'Causes of too much medicine include expanded disease definitions, 
uncritical adoption of population screening, disease mongering and medicalisation, commercial vested 
interest, strongly held clinical beliefs, increased patient expectations, litigation, and fear of uncertainty 
and new technology. Winding back the harms of too much medicine invites clinicians to focus on those 
who are sick, and only intervene with those who are well when there is a strong case to do so.' 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6zd3gdDKG8
https://www.bmj.com/too-much-medicine


                            THE NATURE OF AIDS DRUGS 
 

At the same time as fraudulent AIDS was being hurriedly and most deceptively 
fashioned into something resembling real science, Burroughs-Wellcome was 
sitting on a mountain of the drug Azidothymidine or AZT which had been 
developed in the early 1960s as a cancer drug but was shelved after trials found 
it caused too much damage and death and was also totally ineffective in 'curing' 
cancer. AZT was soon however to play a huge role in 'the battle' against AIDS.  

So, what exactly is AZT? Here’s a brief summary. AZT destroys bone marrow, 
causes cancers, causes severe birth defects and induces abortions. Here is a 
standard AZT medicine bottle label  and here is the AZT warning advice label 
which is to be displayed on ALL laboratory walls where AZT is manufactured and 
or stored or administered. The original AZT package insert lists some of the side-
effects: WHOLE BODY: abdominal pain, back pain, body odour, chest pain, chills, 
edema of the lip, fever, flu symptoms, hyperalgesia. CARDIOVASCULAR: 
syncope, vasodilation. GASTROINTESTINAL: bleeding gums, constipation, 
diarrhoea, dysphagia, edema of the tongue, eructation, flatulence, mouth ulcer, 
rectal haemorrhage. HAEMIC AND LYMPHATIC: lymphadenopathy. 
MUSCULOSKELETAL: arthralgia, muscle spasm, tremor, twitch. NERVOUS: 
anxiety, confusion, depression, dizziness, emotional lability, loss of mental 
acuity, nervousness, paresthesia, somnolence, vertigo. RESPIRATORY: cough, 
dyspnea, epistaxis, hoarseness, pharyngitis, rhinitis, sinusitis. SKIN: rash, sweat, 
urticaria. SPECIAL SENSES: amblyopia, hearing loss, photophobia, taste 
perversion. UROGENITAL: dysuria, polyuria, urine frequency, urine hesitancy. 

AVALANCHE IS NO HYPERBOLE 
This is exactly why AZT was shelved in the 1960s. But what to do now with this 
poisonous mountain? Burroughs-Wellcome needed rid of it and seeing                              
a potential business opportunity in 'fighting' AIDS, dark angel Borroughs-
Wellcome sent a sample of AZT to the US Food and Drug Administration where 
FDA experts immediately claimed 'remarkable results in mice! After all the usual 
Big Pharma paperwork, legal wranglings and a human trial lasting just 4 months, 
in March 1987 AZT was approved for use as an AIDS medicine. In the worldwide 
'battle' against Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome,  there was now                             
a glimmer of hope. Not for the recipients of course , this AZT was to become the 
death of them. It was only good news for Borroughs-Wellcome, she could get 
rid of her mountain of AZT! And so the AIDS downward slope continues.  

The short duration of the AZT trial was a genius move. Burroughs-Wellcome cut 
it short claiming the trial was so successful, it would be immoral not to bring the 

http://www.altheal.org/toxicity/aztbiz.htm
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-label-on-an-AZr-bottle-from-the-Sigma-Co-The-AZT-advisory-on-the-label-reads_fig1_314064297
https://www.creativesafetysupply.com/warning-prop-65-zidovudine-azt-label/


drug to market immediately! People were dying of the vicious virus, AZT was 
showing clear signs of success, why wait any longer? Forward to 2020, and the 
same Wellcome has been going to the same lengths to tell the world the c19 
vaccine was desperately needed out there but rest assured, the vaccine must be 
tested thoroughly before being delivered to the populations. And so knowing 
what you know now, do YOU trust Wellcome? Already, thousands have died as 
a result of the vaccine. Him with an ear, let him hear.    

Back to AZT and Burroughs-Wellcome  ignored the fact that Richard Beltz, the 
creator of AZT had called for the abandonment of this drug a) because its 
extreme toxicity made it unsuitable for any chemotherapy - even short term, 
and b) the drug was carcinogenic (cancer causing) at any dose.6 Beltz would also 
later say to South African lawyer Anthony Brink who was demanding AZT be 
withdrawn, ‘You are justified in sounding a warning against the long-term 
therapeutic use of AZT, or its use in pregnant women, because of its 
demonstrated toxicity and side effects. Unfortunately, the devastating effects of 
AZT emerged only after the final level of experiments was well underway. Your 
effort is a worthy one. I hope you succeed in convincing your government not to 
make AZT available.’   

Effortlessly smoothing over the yawning cracks in miracle drug AZT, fully paid up 
pole dancer to the kings Time Magazine said later of the AZT trial, ‘Scientists 
quickly injected AZT into patients. The first goal was to see whether it was 
safe, and although it did cause side effects (including severe intestinal 
problems, damage to the immune system, nausea, vomiting and 
headaches) it was deemed relatively safe.’ 

Relatively safe? In the same way that drinking battery acid is relatively safe? AZT 
was now approved for use on humans again, and not just emergency use only 
but FULLY APPROVED. Burroughs-Wellcome could make some shelf space and 
also a shed load of money! What's not to like if you're a luciferian king of the 
earth not caring a damn your poisons would be killing people! It was a perfect 
outcome for the kings, but many sound-thinking doctors were horrified.  

 
6 Cohen, S S New England Journal of Medicine, 317 (1987): 629 
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A Dr Harvey Bialy, molecular biologist and science editor of Bio/Technology, 
stated:  'I’m stunned by the low quality of science surrounding AIDS research. I’m 
horrified by the widespread use of AZT.  Not just because it is toxic, but because 
the claims of efficacy are false. I can’t see how this drug can be doing anything 
other than making people extremely sick.' 7 Below, we see a poor soul whose 
antibodies had triggered a false positive on the HIV test and was now dying of 
AZT poisoning while the world looked on and blamed the skeletal thinning and 
organ failure and hair loss on fake HIV. 

And again, just like the planned King Kong Korona 'epidemic', king of the earth 
Burroughs-Wellcome knew  an AIDS plandemic pandemic was coming. And we 
know this because in 1985 Burroughs Wellcome filed a patent on useless, 
poisonous AZT - two years prior to the worldwide AIDS pandemonium. Why 
would Burroughs-Wellcome want to file a patent on a dormant and defunct and 
poisonous drug unless she knew she was shortly set to make a fortune on it? 
Again, the c19 parallels are all too obvious.  

 
7 Project AIDS International, Public Information Dossier, ibid. 



And so, with AZT once again 
approved for human use, and 
approved in record time, and 
DESPITE its known terrible side-
effects, doctors began 
prescribing AZT to their 
emaciated patients who needed 
only to be told to stop with their 
reckless behaviour, stop taking 
the poppers and cocaine and 
other party drugs, get some proper sleep, start eating and hydrating sensibly 
and your body will begin to recover. Instead, they were given poisonous AZT plus 
continuing on with their reckless life-styles, and the unsurprising avalanche of 
deaths soon followed. And I don't use the term avalanche as hyperbole. And 
church universal had a lot of ideas on why AIDS was running rampant. Below 
left, and ignoring the murderous vicar nonsense, we see a headline which fairly 
summarised the sentiments of church universal at the time. AIDS was God's 
wrath being poured out on all homosexuals.   

What the world believed was a deadly virus in those first early days of AIDS was 
simply a combination of an immune-threatening lifestyle compounded by 
devastatingly toxic AZT. As Antoine Bechamp would say, an already stinking 
goldfish bowl had now attached itself to the main sewer. Once more, the TRUE 
cause of supposed viral AIDS was WHOLLY ENVIRONMENTAL and with NONE of 
these illnesses and deaths needing ANY fake AIDS virus to explain any of them. 
But worse was to follow. Much worse. 

 



 
Madame Mainstream in conjunction with the 'AIDS experts' were now telling us 
ANYBODY could 'catch this deadly virus'! It was clinging to everything! Door 
knobs, tea cups, lift buttons, dentists, tattooists - everywhere was alive with HIV! 
Hello, King Kong! Fancy meeting you here again, you stinking witch! The 
coincidences are extraordinary, until you undertsatand the evil algorithm. 
Millions upon millions could already be infected, said the kings of the earth. But 
thank God miracle AZT and now the Korona vaccine were available! Burroughs-
Wellcome was now charging 'first world' patients £10,000 for a one year supply 
of AZT. Her mountain of pure poison was disappearing fast. 

At the same time, fully paid up Big Pharma agitator groups like Act Up (led by 
'good friend' of Anthony Fauci, Larry Kramer) were on the streets demanding 
Big Pharma bring her prices down to make AZT available to all. These widely-
televised street protests demanding AZT and health equity for all was simply 
another play on evil tennis. Once again, Big pharma was engineering our 
breakfast conversations, this time on how terrible it is these life-saving AIDS 
drugs are so darned expensive. The governments should step in and make this 
AZT stuff available to everybody, we all said. It's the only moral thing to do! Pass 
the marmalade, dear.   

And isn't it great I can summarise these deceitful Big Pharma practices and us so 
speedily now and it's not a struggle to believe such evil and naivety could exist. 
But for anybody who is struggling with this contrary AIDS story, there's                                

https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/hiv-covid-19-dr-fauci-his-complicated-relationship-larry-kramer-n1241684


a mountain of excellent information online. As I say, AIDS is considered 'old hat' 
now which is why gootube hasn't bothered to remove sites such as this.   

And so, as the world watched superstars wither down to skeletons - Freddie 
Mercury, Arthur Ashe, John Curry, Oscar Moore, Denholm Elliott, Kimberley 
Bergalis, Ryan White, Kenny Everett, and Derek Jarman plus countless others - 
we all gasped at the cruelty of killer HIV, yet ALL of them were diagnosed using 
Gallo’s fake HIV test and ALL were treated with poisonous AZT. Skeltal AIDS was 
nothing more than AIDS by prescription. Said AIDS dissenter Robert Young, 'In 
typical fashion, the news media focused upon, and widely broadcast, the details 
of their gradual degeneration and painful deaths, which exhibited all the classic 
symptoms of AZT poisoning. 'AIDS' death and AZT death are outwardly 
indistinguishable. Here is a perfect combination: an illness incorrectly billed as 
universally fatal, treated by a useless, frequently fatal drug.' 

Yet to millions and millions of us 
now, as we watched these 
superstars fade away on every 
front page, fake, unproven, 
luciferian Human Immuno-
deficiency Virus was really, REALLY 
REAL! I mean, just look at how 
gaunt our Freddie looks now. You 
can't argue the virus! 

And just as so few are listening to 
the KIng Kong Korona watchmen, a 
fake Big Pharma fantasy 'sex virus' 
was ripping across the world and 
everybody believed it. Right, we 
see another poor soul dying of AZT 
and lack of knowledge. My people 
die through lack of knowledge, 
says our God.                                     
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                                   FASHIONABLE AIDS 

 

Onwards to the early 90s and with the 
horror of an AIDS virus now fully 
cemented in the public psyche, a red 
AIDS ribbon appeared out of nowhere 
which we could all wear as a sign of our 
support for all the heroic AIDS agencies 
'battling on our behalf', and in memory 
of the superstars and everybody else 
who had succumbed to the fake HIV. 

LOWER THAN SHARK **** ON A DEEP SEA DIVER'S BOOT 
Yet again, Madame Mainstream had expertly concocted an aura of worldwide 
death and AIDS mayhem, and at the same time was able to convince us we all 
had our part to play, and wearing the red ribbon was proof positive you cared. 
And we were given a World AIDS Day too December 1st, and woe betide 
anybody who actively spoke out against the red ribbon and that hallowed day. 
Similar to those who criticised the NHS c19 Thursday clap (which most staff 
hated anyway), those who questioned the red ribbon campaign were the vilest 
of the vile, lower than shark **** on a deep sea diver's boot,  mentally retarded 
and fit only to be euthanized. Have you AIDS denialists not been watching TV?  



Yes, we were, hours of it. Hours and hours of ingratiating 'first world virtue 
signalling' from Elton John and Princess Di and Brian May and Dermott O’Leary 
and roving AIDS reporter Lenny Henry reporting live from various Arican/Asians 
villages showing how our donations were helping to set up another rural HIV 
testing station or 'AIDS medicine clinic' but with viewers having no idea our 
money was helping to deliver only more illness and death across whatever 
continent in the form of AZT.  

For me, this reddit post sums up the emotional manipulation of the Thursday 
NHS Korona clap and by default the AIDS red ribbon: ‘It’s insincere, gives 
participants a false sense of contribution, and does nothing meaningful or 
helpful, yet has already become quite ingrained as a semi-mandatory expression 
of British pride.’  And another, 'Totally agree. It’s tokenism that reminds me of 
the hysterical thing with poppies that happens in November. It’s the kind of thing 
that ignores the character of people and any nuances in feelings and it reduces 
us to clap for NHS = good. Don’t clap = you are a bad person. It’s the kind of 
action that is a replacement for actual change in society and means we can 
ignore the bigger issues and debates around the issues.'  

Too right, the bigger issues aren't being debated. And 'national treasure' Elton 
John is in the thick of the fakery again with his latest live-streaming Korona 
koncert. More fakery from celebrities making us feel like we're part of one giant, 
happy King Kong konquering family - cynically-motivated celebrities who 
ABSOLUTELY know the real score with fake c19, and who have seen to it via their 
press agents and instagram they're fully protected against the fake monster 
Kong virus with their own version of the Anthony Hopkins Car Park vaccine. In 
case you missed it, the AHCP vaccine is well worth the watch. I'd love it if a nurse 
could pretend to vaccinate me and then squirt the contents into the air.     

PLUS ACCOMPANYING UPBEAT ADVERTISING  
And so, with World AIDS Day now an international institution (conceived by 
James Bunn and Thomas Netter from the World Health Organisation would you 
believe, smh), the crazed red ribbon mist descended, and in their lust for money 
at the expense of human life, other Big Pharma kings were keen to get on the 
AIDS gravy train and had been developing their own equally devastating 'AIDS 
medicines' plus accompanying upbeat advertising. Celebration of Life! Investing 
in Your Future! Pharmacia & Upjohn. The Tide is Turning in HIV Therapy! 
Boehringer Ingelheim. We’re Working on It! Merck, Sharp & Dohme. 

Competitors couldn’t make an AZT equivalent of course, AZT had already been 
patented, and so the new 90s AIDS drugs were re-branded as 'protease 
inhibitors' and 'cocktail combos' which did not carry the same industry stigma 
as AZT but were still just as poisonous.  

https://www.reddit.com/r/COVID19_support/comments/g6fplb/does_anyone_else_find_the_whole_clap_for_the_nhs/
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Drug company Merck muscled to the front with Crixivan which was granted 
approval in just 42 days. Said early AIDS dissenter Christine Maggiore: 'Crixivan’s 
FDA approval broke a 72-day record for the fastest approval in FDA history, 
previously set by the protease inhibitor Ritonavir. Newsday articles noting the 
toxic effects of these drugs - diarrhea, nausea, fungal infections, bloody urine, 
kidney stones, weakness, headaches and liver inflammation requiring doctor 
visits and additional medicines - were ignored by AIDS organizations, who 
pressured the FDA for fast track approval.8 Recently reported side-effects include 
CMV retinitis, diabetes, liver failure, ‘buffalo humps’ (large fat deposits at the 
base of the neck), acute kidney failure, acute pancreatitis, grade four diarrhea 
and sudden death.' 9 

And so, with all of the kings now baying for AIDS profits and knowing full well 
the non-specific nature of Robert Gallo’s fraudulent HIV test, and knowing full 
well the toxicity of their 'sudden death medicines', the kings of the earth were 
now giving instruction to Madame Mainstream to push for EVERYBODY to be 
tested, and especially expectant mothers.  

On 24th November 1999, the London Evening Standard ran the following 
headline: CALL TO TEST ALL MOTHERS AS LONDON HEADS HIV BABY LEAGUE - 
All pregnant women should be tested for HIV, particularly in London where more 
babies are born with the virus than the rest of Britain, experts have warned. Dr 
Walters, a senior lecturer in paediatrics and infectious diseases at St Mary’s 
Hospital Paddington, said, 'One of the advantages of testing pregnant women is 
that we are able to offer them healthcare before they become very ill.'  

Now, there's a surprise - not. Mandatory HIV testing. And especially not                           
a surprise when we understand the kings’ fixation on destroying the baby in the 
womb. Is the full horror of what is unfolding here beginning to register, my 
friend? AIDS 'medicine' is satanic medicine at its most grotesque. These mums 
to be were advised (all very nicely of course) to take the Gallo test. 'I think it's 
best Sophie we test you and baby for HIV given the current climate. Don’t worry 
though, it’s just a tiny prick to the finger.'  What responsible mum to be would 
refuse such a disarming request? If Dr Walter advises getting tested and he calls 
it healthcare, then who am I to argue?  

MARKED DOWN AS THE IRRESPONSIBLE, NON-COMPLIANT ONES 
And so, the young expectant mum with heightened blood stream activity 
(because that's what pregnancy does) submits to the fake Gallo blood test 

 
8 Newsday Magazine, 30th January 1996 
9 Lancet, 1st June 1997. Vol.349, p.1745; Philadelphia Inquirer, Associated Press Report, 13th June 1997; 
Rolling Stone Magazine, 'Special Report: Dr David Ho and the Lazarus Equation', 6th March 1997; The 
Valley Advocate, 'The Big Tease', 20th February 1997 
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(which responds false positive to some 70 different conditions INCLUDING 
PREGNANCY ) and the clinician delivers the shocking news. 'Don't worry, dear', 
young mum is told, 'there have been considerable advances in HIV medicine 
recently, and we're blessed now to have targeted treatments! Between us, let's 
tailor a program specific to you!' And the effects of these targeted treatments 
on mother and baby? Christine Maggiore again: 

'The effects of the drugs on the mother 
include muscle deterioration, severe 
anaemia, nerve damage, liver and kidney 
damage, diarrhoea, dementia and seizures. 
The effects of these drugs on the developing 
foetus include deformities, and other birth 
defects, spontaneous abortions and the 
need for therapeutic abortions of severely 
damaged foetuses. 

In many states today, children who test HIV positive risk being removed from 
their homes by the welfare agencies or public health services if the parents do 
not agree to give them treatment with AZT or other pharmaceuticals.” 10 Above, 
we see a new born baby being 'administered' the AIDS drug nevirapine and all 
because Mum tested HIV positive on the fake HIV test.  

As a result of all of this horror, I became involved with organisations in helping 
to bring this contrary information to people's attention and particularly to 
expectant mothers, so many of whom had NO IDEA of the fraudulent nature of 
the HIV test or of the devastating effects of the drug regime that followed. There 
were however a few dissenter expectant mums who knew only too well they 
could test false HIV positive and be forced to 'take the medicines', and they knew 
what would happen to them if they refused. These mums would be marked 
down as the irresponsible, non-compliant ones. Officialdom would stand over 
them at the birth and would straight away take baby away to be tested, and if 
baby tested positive, both mother and baby would forcibly be given the 
Burroughs-Wellcome 'treatment'. And we all thought we'd moved on from JD 
Rockefeller's original 'coal tar cure'. Lord, forgive us our AIDS trespasses!  

THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF FALSE POSITIVE DIAGNOSES 
And so, knowing the dangers they faced, these dissenter mums were left with 
no option but to disappear with their precious child/children. They literally 
became mums on the run. And so this is another place our God takes His 
dissenters to, my friend, so we might help by whatever means to rescue His 

 
10 Maggiore, Christine, ibid. p.14 
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children from this evil state tyranny. And this medical tyranny will be coming 
again my friend if BMGF and WHO get their way to mandate the fake c19 ELISA 
Lateral Flow Test and poisonous c19 vaccine. And it won't just be mothers and 
babies on the run either.  

To summarise the state of AIDS play so far, the wholly inaccurate and 
unscientific HIV test was de rigueur across conventional medical practice and 
was now triggering thousands upon thousands of false positive HIV diagnose, in 
turn leading to AZT and its derivatives being prescribed and causing much illness 
and death, in turn deceiving the whole earth into believing that HIV was 
dangerous and real, and all the while, these  horrific drugs were making million$ 
upon million$ for their luciferian manufacturers. And on top of all of this medical 
deceit and mayhem, Madame Mainstream was hyping 'infectious AIDS' 24/7 and 
demonising the homosexual community for the 'spread of HIV' when 
promiscuous heterosexual activity was and still is just as prevalent.  

And so, with ALL of these evil factors now in play, WHO, the United Nations and 
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and associated UN agencies were now 
setting their sights on 'third world' Africa and Asia. After all, that's where this 
AIDS virus originated according to conventional 1980s wisdom. And so it was the 
turn of far away continents now to suffer exactly the same poisoning as the 'first 
world'  but in far greater number - countries whose hungry and immune-
suppressed populations needed only mosquito nets, clean water, simple 
sensible nutrition and autonomy. And they wouldn't be missed when they were 
gone, either, not by the 'first world' anyway. And are you sick of the term first 
world yet? Is it starting to make you heave? I'll not be stopping using it just yet.  
,  



WHY WE THINK THE WAY  

WE THINK ABOUT AFRICA 

 

Whipping up public support for some kind of AIDS initiative to begin as soon as 
possible over in Africa, deceitful TV crews and reports captured all manner of 
fake African AIDS landscapes. Similar to Penny Marshall & Sons, we were being 
given emotive reports of coffin makers working through the night, coffins lined 
end to end in the streets and coffin makers even running out of wood! After one 
particular Daily Telegraph story telling us about coffin makers running out of 
wood, I tracked down the coffin makers and unsurprisingly, the Daily 
Terrorgraph was lying again. There was no wood shortage, no end-to-end coffin 
bottle-neck and no end-to-end bodies. 

These are the telephone calls you make 
when you wear pink, and if more people 
made them, would we even have the fake 
Korona pantomime we have with us right 
now?But nobody was bothering to check 
out these African AIDS stories for 
themselves, I mean, this is mud hut, 
emaciated, fly-ridden Africa we're talking 
about! The story must have a ring of truth to 
it, the third world is riddled with disease! 
Lord forgive us our supremacist tendencies.  

PRESSTITUTE ROGER HIGHFIELDIn another Terrorgraph article dated 20th 

September, 2000, Terrorgraph science editor Roger Highfield brought us the 
usual bullshit infectious African AIDS terror content and provided 'a photograph' 
of the supposed virus, the caption reading Culprit: the AIDS virus The off-
symmetrical black and white golf ball was credited to the London Science Photo 
Library, making the image easy to track down. Calling LSPL to enquire about the 
image, picture editor Justin Hobson was refreshingly forthright: 'Oh yes, that 
was one of a number of computer-generated artists’ impressions of what the 
AIDS virus might look like. In Highfield’s article you are not seeing the real thing, 
it’s only an impression. In fact we had another call from a scientist who was also 
concerned that the image was quite misleading. We supplied Highfield with a 
number of images, but he specified he wanted a computer graphic.'  

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/malawi/1398263/Land-where-only-coffin-makers-thrive.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/malawi/1398263/Land-where-only-coffin-makers-thrive.html


Presstitute Roger Highfield wanted something glowing and virusy-loooking. His 
article plus cgi fake virus (right) is utter horse manure. Actually, strike that, horse 
manure is useful.  

And so who is the real culprit in Roger 
Highfield's 'culprit' story? It's not the golf 
ball, is it! It's Roger Highfield and all the 
other Madame Mainstream liars 
promoting the fake plague. The ENTIRE 
Terrorgraph science team as well the 
home affairs and foreign correspondent 
desk were sent ALL of the necessary 
contrary information on AIDS/HIV plus 
contact details, as were all the UK 
broadsheets, and NOT A SINGLE ONE OF 
THEM followed up any of the info.   

You make these calls to these departments when you're a dissenter. You chase 
the evidence down, you do what you can so that when you bring your evidence 
before your fellow man, you can stand before God and man and with hand on 
heart, you can look everybody in the eye and tell them you've walked the walk. 
And after you've chased down whatever evil in your new pink attire, you can ask 
your fellow man, have YOU walked the walk? Because 99 times out of 100, they 
won't have done. They'll be classic armchair critics. Chasing down the evidence  
will be your job now, my friend, sporting your pink!  

IT WAS ONE GUY SCREWING A MONKEY IF I RECALL CORRECTLY 
Our nightly news bulletins from the AIDS 'frontline' brought us all the usual 
images of desperately thin and HUNGRY Africans along with patronising and 
overtly racist reports of African promiscuity, writhing black lust-filled half-
human creatures in the townships, nobody using condoms, horny truck drivers 
'catching the virus' from prostitutes at various truck stops, children catching 
'HIV' from playing with dead monkeys found on the jungle floor, Africans 
injecting themselves with 'infected' monkey blood and even having sex with 
monkeys, YES THIS WAS OUR NEWS!  

Rosalind Harrison-Chirimuuta wrote AIDS, Africa and Racism. In it, she discusses 
the building of the 'infectious AIDS' myth. 'Discussion quickly moved on to the 
question of how the virus crossed the species barrier, and two AIDS ‘experts’ from 
St Mary’s Hospital London offered this explanation: 'Monkeys are often hunted 
for food in Africa. It may be that a hunting accident of some sort, or an accident 
in preparation for cooking, brought people in contact with infected blood. Once 
caught, monkeys are often kept in huts for some time before they are eaten. 



Dead monkeys are sometimes used as toys by African children.'11 Are we 
seriously to believe African parents are so desperate for toys for their children 
that they give them putrefying carcasses of dead animals? 12 

The sickening barrage of African AIDS lies such as 'dead toy monkeys’ and end- 
to-end coffins and rampant African promiscuity served only to further pollute 
the first world AIDS hive mind. Here's Tennessee State Senator Stacy Campfield 
reinforcing the racist narrative, 'Most people realize that AIDS came from the 
homosexual community - it was one guy screwing a monkey, if I recall correctly, 
and then having sex with men. It was an airline pilot, if I recall.'  

And here's just one of literally hundreds of first world reports which discuss the 
link between third world AIDS and third world promiscuity. Entitled Promiscuity 
Personified - On The Road In Africa, this paragraph says it all. 'Truckers are what's 
called a disease vector - an entry point into the general population - because they 
not only frequent sex workers routinely, they also have wives or long-term 
partners at home, to whom they regularly return, and who often pass the virus 
to their children at birth.' 

Churning out similar lies, the UK Guardian has a Global Development site which 
is funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Joint editor at Guardian 
Newspapers Anushka Asthana wrote regularly for Global Development. Here, 
she tells us how Africa's Fatal Sex Culture Spreads AIDS. But as she spouts this 
garbage, doesn't it ever occur to any of these writers to do a piece one day on 
the promiscuity in our own back yard? As Anushka surveys the city from her 
BMGF-funded swivel chair, I wonder if she ever wonders why the same sexually-
spread HIV isn't 'tearing through' or 'decimating' Canary Wharf or Camden or 
Westminster with all its restaurants, supermarkets, clean water and 
accomodation? And especially since the UK comes top of World Population 
Review promiscuity list.  

But with all of these African AIDS reports now, here was something we could 
seriously tut tut about at the breakfast table. Similar to our King Kong 
asymptomatic carrier chat or herd immunity and self-isolation chat, with AIDS, 
we had 'African truck driver meets prostitute' chat, 'humping black frenzy' chat 
and of course 'gay plague' chat. There was a veritable feast of licentious school 
gate 'AIDS chat' we could unpick between us, and ALL OF IT given to us by the 
kings of the earth. They're good at giving us our first world conversations, aren't 
they, these kings!    

 
11 Moss A.R. ‘Epidemiology of AIDS in Developed Countries’, in AIDS and HIV infection: The Wider 
Perspective. Br. Med. Bull. 44(1): 68-88, Churchill Livingstone, Edinburgh, 1988 
12 Harrison, Rosalind, Racism versus Science at  
http://www.sumeria.net/aids/aidsafcar.html  

https://www.aliveandwell.org/html/africa/related_aids_racism.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/stacey-campfield-tennessee-senator-dont-say-gay-bill_n_1233697?ri18n=true
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world/promiscuity-personified-on-the-road-in-africa/article18154681/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world/promiscuity-personified-on-the-road-in-africa/article18154681/
https://www.theguardian.com/info/2018/oct/02/philanthropic-partnerships-at-the-guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2005/jun/19/hearafrica05.aids
https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/most-promiscuous-countries


AND WITH IT CAME THE SLANDERING OF AFRICA 
But third world Africa has always had an unfair press. Pliny the Elder didn't help. 
He was one of the first 'historians' to describe Africa and its inhabitants. His                           
1st Century Summary of the Antiquities and Wonders of the World brought some 
extraordinary ideas back to the first world: 'Of the Ethiopians there are some 
that have neither nose nor nostrils, but the face all full. There are some called 
the Syrbote that are eight foot high and live with the chase of elephants. In a 
part of Affrike be people called Ptoemphane, for their king they have a dog, at 
whose fancy they are governed.  Towards the west, the Arimaspi, a people that 
hath one eye in their foreheads. The Cinamolgie, their heads are like the heads 
of dogs. Grammantes make no marriage, but all their women are common. 
Gamphasantes go all naked. Blemmy is a people who have no head at all. And 
others that walk more by training of their hands than with their feet.' 13 

Pliny’s fanciful imaginings served only to confirm he had ventured no further 
than Germany in his life but in his limited travels, he had still managed to amass 
20,000 facts, allegedly, hahaha! More accurate historical documents describe 
Africa as a culturally sophisticated and thriving continent, the birthplace of 
modern mathematics, a successful trading empire and a continent rich in 
mineral deposits and other natural precious commodities.14 Between 1509 and 
1513, Leo Africanus kept an account of his journeys in Africa. Here he describes 
one of the regions widely believed to be populated by Pliny’s fictional monsters. 

'I myself saw fifteen kingdoms of the Negroes. In Tombuto (Timbuktu) there are 
many shops and merchants and especially of such as weave linen and cotton 
cloth. And hither do the Barbarie (Barbary) merchants bring cloth of Europe. 
Corn, cattle, milk and butter this region yieldeth in great abundance. Here are 
great store of doctors, judges, priests and other learned men that are bountifully 
maintained at the King’s court and charges.' 15  

Interspersed with warring of course, sophisticated Africa enjoyed many 
centuries of successful trading with other continents. But then, disaster! Africa 
was 'discovered' by base and savage first world white man. And with it came the 
slandering of Africa and UK/US-led slave trade. In 1748, British philosopher 
David Hume, a leading figure and influential shaper of first world public attitude 
wrote: 'I am apt to suspect the negroes, and in general all the other species of 
men (for there are four or five different kinds) to be naturally inferior to the 
whites. There never was a civilised nation of any other complexion than white. 

 
13 Reader, John Africa - A Biography of a Continent, Hamish Hamilton, 1997 
14 Brown, Michael Africa’s Choices, Penguin, 1995.  Brown notes that Francis Bacon, the founder of 
modern European science, went to Morocco to learn his mathematics. 
15 Africanus, Leo A Geographical Historie of Africa, 1600 

https://www.strangescience.net/pliny.htm


No ingenious manufacture amongst them, no 
arts, no sciences. Such a uniform and constant 
difference could not happen, in so many 
countries and ages, if nature had not made an 
original distinction betwixt these breeds of 
men.'  16 

Thomas Atwood, chief British judge of 
Dominica and later of the Bahamas, stated: 
'Negroes are in general much addicted to 
drunkenness, thievery, promiscuity, and 
idleness. Idleness is so very predominant in 
Negroes, and their dislike of labour is so 
great, that it is very difficult to make them 
work. Sometimes it is necessary to have 
recourse to measures that appear cruel, in 
order to oblige them to labour.' 17 

With the Victorian era came the shameful rise of the 'Glorious British Empire' - 
an era which saw much cruelty as first world 'Grate Britain' exerted its 
dominance over third world African soil. In his book, the self-explanatory 
Marching over Africa, Frank Emery collated numerous letters written by British 
servicemen serving in Africa between 1868 and 1898. Included is the following: 
'My darling Mother, we had a great fight yesterday, and you will be glad to know 
I am all right. The Egyptian dead and wounded looked ghastly as we passed them 
in our advance, their dusky faces upturned in the blazing sun. One fellow ran 
right along in front of the whole line. I should think he ran 600 yards, and it 
certainly took 30 or 40 shots before he was hit. I felt quite sorry for the poor 
beggar. It was really quite like rabbit shooting. I think the big fight to take Tel-
el-Kebir will be the day after tomorrow. Goodbye now, dearest Mumseh. With 
best love to all at home and the Park, Marling.' 18  

THEY HOWLED AND LEAPT AND SPUN 
Equatorial explorer Joseph Conrad spent many years working and travelling 
throughout inner Africa. His 1901 novel Heart of Darkness tells of a steamer 
voyage into the unexplored heart of the Congo and follows able seaman Charles 
Marlow on his quest to track down a Mr Kurtz, an ivory dealer, living somewhere 
in the jungle and reported to be dangerously insane. Heart of Darkness was 
widely read and served as an early ‘Africa tourist guide’ for the first world and 

 
16 Fryer P Staying Power: The History of Black People in Britain, Pluto Press, London and Sydney: 1987 
17 Fryer P, ibid.   
18 Emery, Frank Marching over Africa, Hodder and Stoughton, 1986 



became the chief inspiration for Francis Ford Coppola's Apocalypse Now. And 
thanks to similar inspiration, Smoke and Mirrors takes us on a similar journey 
into our own city, our dark interior, the heart of darkness.  

Here, Conrad brings us bulletin from the wild frontier. 'We penetrated deeper 
and deeper into the heart of darkness. We were wanderers on prehistoric earth, 
on an earth that wore the aspect of an unknown planet. Suddenly, as we 
struggled round a bend, there would be a glimpse of rush walls, of peaked grass-
roofs, a burst of yells, a whirl of black limbs, a mass of hands clapping, of feet 
stamping, of bodies swaying, of eyes rolling, under the droop of heavy and 
motionless foliage. The steamer toiled along slowly on the edge of a black and 
incomprehensible frenzy. The prehistoric man was cursing us, praying to us, 
welcoming us - who could tell? We were cut off from the comprehension of our 
surroundings; we glided past as phantoms, wondering and secretly appalled, as 
sane men would be before an enthusiastic outbreak in a madhouse. No, they 
were not inhuman. Well, you know, that was the worst of it - this suspicion of 
their not being inhuman. It would come slowly to one. They howled and leaped, 
and spun, and made horrid faces; but what thrilled you was just the thought of 
their wild humanity - like yours - the thought of your remote kinship with this 
wild and passionate uproar.” 19  

With reports such as these being brought back to first world shores, one can 
confidently predict a ‘sophisticated Africa’ did not spring to mind in the 
spellbound reader. And like some sort of intangible heirloom, a wild and 
threatening Africa has been passed down through the generations and remains 
today.20 And to varying degree, when asked to imagine the average 
circumstances of the average African, the average first worlder still imagines an 
unclean, woolly-headed, promiscuous hut dweller. It's in our DNA, smh. 

THIS FALSE IDEOLOGY REIGNS SUPREME TODAY 
Back to the book AIDS, Africa and Racism, and Rosalind's summary of the 
inherent racism in the HIV debacle is sobering. Says Rosalind, 'Within the 
scientific literature about AIDS and Africa, all the racist themes can be found 
underpinning arguments for which scientific evidence is contradictory or absent: 

• Africans are primitive peoples living in isolated tribes cut off from 
civilization, so they could have harboured diseases for centuries before 
they spread to the rest of the world. 

 
19 Conrad, Joseph Heart of Darkness, Penguin, 1994 
20 See also Said, Edward, Orientalism. A historical Perspective of Cultural Imperialism in the West, 
Vintage Books, 1979 



• They are evolutionarily closer to monkeys, thus could more readily acquire 
monkey diseases, perhaps by having sexual relations with monkeys or at 
least involving them in their sexual practices. 

• They are sexuality unrestrained, and a sexually transmitted disease would 
therefore spread more rapidly amongst them than any other people. 

• Their intelligence is limited and they cannot understand the complexity of 
a disease such as AIDS, and their objections to being attributed with its 
source are harmful to themselves and do not need to be taken seriously. 

And on the structure of the entire HIV business model, Rosalind notes far more 
politely than I ever could, 'Scientists working in the field are unlikely to challenge 
the existing paradigm, in part because of training and discipline, which can 
constitute a form of internal censorship, and in part from external peer pressure. 
The latter can be of a very practical nature, as scientific careers can only progress 
if funds can be obtained for research projects and the results of research are 
published in learned journals. Leading scientists in the field normally have 
influence over both the allocation of funds within their field of research, and, by 
the process of peer review and editorial control, publication in scientific journals.' 

WIDE-EYED UNSUSPECTING RABBITS 
A complete account of Rosalind's excellent work can be found here. Once again, 
our luciferian first world angels have stoked our own vainglorious 'promiscuous 
Africa' imaginings and this false ideology reigns supreme today. Anybody who 
argues this isn't the predominant 'understanding' of third world Africa 
demonstrates they have carried out nil study of the subject or that they are lying 
to themselves. 

In an excellent paper entitled Colonial Tropes and HIV/AIDS in Africa: Sex, 
Disease and Race, authors Adrian Flint and Vernon Hewitt impassively lay out                  
a cross-section of the reams of false propaganda written about Africa by first 
world visitors over the decades which they say has shaped first world white 
man's entire understanding of this continent. Trope means a metaphor or                        
a significant recurring theme. The authors begin by examining how we 'over 
here' imagined the dire state of Africa and Africans as reports came through of 
a syphilis pandemic 'ravaging' Africa in the late 19th century. They compared 
'how we felt' back then with 'how we felt' 100 years later as the reports began 
trickling through of an AIDS pandemic 'ravaging' Africa.  

Without doubt, say Flint and Hewitt, what has been sown deep into the white 
supremacist minset is the view '... that African people needed saving from 
themselves. By analysing historical responses to these two pandemics, we 
demonstrate an arguably unbroken outsider perception of African sexuality, 

https://way.net/dissonance/aidsafr.html


based largely on colonial-era tropes, that portrays African people as over-sexed, 
uncontrolled in their appetites, promiscuous, impervious to risk and thus agents 
of their own misfortune. 

The view of Africa as ‘unhealthy’ has also been lasting. Once again, it can be 
argued, this is a perception that, in the West, has shown considerable durability. 
In many respects, there has been little adjustment to the colonial idea of Africa 
as a place - and, moreover, source - of disease. As imperial penetration morphed 
into colonial administration, authorities came to glory in the transformative 
ability of Enlightenment science: biomedicine, it was argued, could play a key 
role in the ‘upliftment’ of a continent viewed increasingly as being weighed down 
by disease-exacerbated isolation and poverty.' 

And to be a supremacist doesn't mean you need to bve robed in the full KKK 
outfit to be inducted. Supremacist - meaning: a person who believes a particular 
group, especially one determined by race, religion, or sex, is superior and should 
therefore dominate society. The supremacist algorithm is simple. Any time 
ANYBODY refers to themselves as living in the first world or considers a 
continent to be third world, you are a supremacist. Lord, please forgive us our 
first world supremacist trespasses.  

Flint and Hewitt's paper is an excellently written indictment of our 
propagandised first world attitudes towards Africa. As far as African AIDS was 
concerned, we absolutely believed Africa needed saving from itself, and 
consequently, across an entire continent, disparate and often desperate 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14662043.2015.1051284


communities needing only mosquito nets, clean water, basic accommodation 
and wanting only self-governance, were descended upon by meddling, 
deceiving white first world angels plus hordes of the white and well-intended 
who force-tested the local populations with fake HIV tests and filled and killed 
them with AZT and its derivatives.  

Africans themselves of course would ask no difficult questions of the kings' 'AIDS 
medicines' or of the WHO, BMGF, UN social re-engineering programmes that 
accompanied their 'AIDS health drives'. At ground level, the majority of Africans 
were like wide-eyed unsuspecting rabbits dazzled by the great white knight AIDS 
headlights. South Africa Prime Minister at the time Thabo Mbeki did his best to 
bring world attention to the kings' evil practices but to no avail. Madame 
Mainstream gave him no space WHATSOEVER to air his concerns. Amazingly 
however, and only God knows how, the British Medical Journal gave some room 
to an article stating there is no HIV crisis in Africa and that it's all about the sale 
and distribution of toxic drugs. 
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF 

 WANTING TO 'HELP' AFRICA 

 

In all the AIDS hullaballoo, African townships and rural communities would once 
again simply trust the 'good intentions' of the white angels. Below, we see how 
first world AIDS influence was creeping in to every corner of Africa. Anybody and 
everybody could be harboring killer HIV, everybody could be HIV asymptomatic, 
and everybody was told it was their social and moral duty to know their HIV 
status. And the great news for Africa was that Burroughs-Wellcome (by then 
Glaxo-Wellcome) had at last caved in to all the evil tennis pressure and had 
generously lowered the costs of her life-saving drugs for Africa!  

And so now, it was a matter of looking 
to naive charities and churches to work 
alongside the kings of the earth to join 
the valiant AIDS fight and help distribute 
'life-saving' AIDS tests, drugs and 
condoms and first world 'sex advice' 
across the African populations. But who 
would answer the glorious first world 
call? Who would step up to go help 
ignorant, promiscuous, disease-ridden 
Africa? Right, we see a standard 
roadside poster in Ghana   

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/05/12/world/companies-to-cut-cost-of-aids-drugs-for-poor-nations.html


And in reply to the call-up, thousands 
of willing souls across church universal 
stepped forward to join the great 
white AIDS crusade! Churches and 
church organisations large and small 
who had wholeheartedly embraced 
the false 'infectious AIDS' narrative 
were now keen to organise local 
bucket shakes, bring and buy and 
raffles to raise the money to fly out 
their own to Africa to 'help show these 
poor unfortunates the way out of their 
largely self-induced HIV plight'. And 
we don't think we're supremacist?  

Kind-hearted first world souls who wouldn't think for a minute there was any 
other agenda at work (because church universal never opens the darker box) 
were heading off for the steaming jungles with full prayer and financial backing 
from their home churches plus suitcases filled with condoms , fake HIV tests and 
colonial safe sex advice. Ugh! Our first world 'help' doesn't bear thinking about. 

And so I thank God for the horrible privilege now of taking us all to this 'unsafe 
space', so we might comprehend the FULL cringeworthiness and terrifying 
nature of our white knight AIDS church crusades.  

Cringeworthy in that as we descended upon 
hundreds and hundreds of towns and villages 
across Africa to help deliver our Johnson and 
Johnson condoms and safer-sex pamphlets, 
and all of our reasoning for doing so built on 
the false 'infectious AIDS' narrative. And just 
as cringeworthy, all of our 'christian outreach' 
was delivered in the nicest, naivest, most 
supremacist, un-supremacist, racist, un-
racist, morally superior, gentle, chiding 
patronising church way! Ugh!  

And terrifying in that as we earnestly prayed 
for the villagers as they got thinner and 
thinner and sicker and sicker, we had no idea 
it was our fake HIV test and poisonous AIDS 
drugs that were doing all the damage.   



Naive but well-intentioned church universal achieved NOTHING AT ALL in her 
sterling AIDS work except a) to reinforce the false 'infectious AIDS' narrative and 
b) to lend a benevolent face to the malevolent kings of the earth. Church 
universal gave luciferian population control the kindly, caring face Big Pharma 
never could. Enlisting the support of smiley, friendly, naive church universal 
enabled the evil kings to continue with their evil population control agenda with 
nil interruption.  

AND AS A RESULT OF REFUSING TO ENGAGE WITH THE REAL WORLD 

Church universal wasn't intentionally helping 
to further these luciferian ends of course. 
Well-intentioned church universal never does 
intentionally help the kings of the earth in 
whatever universal health deceit church 
universal is deceived into believing and 
supporting, and there have been many. And 
now King Kong c19 has been added to the 
depressingly long list of Big Pharma fakery 
that church universal has swallowed hook, 
line and sinker. Here's the current Christian 
Aid AIDS advice, 'HIV is a virus. It is important 
to follow safer practices, which can include 
correct and consistent condom use, 
abstinence and faithfulness.' Once again, 
kindly-thinking, gently chiding, best-
intentioned first world church universal is 
utterly deceived. 

And once again, the Church Of Good Standing has been complicit in helping our 
luciferian AIDS angels purely because she has never wanted to or dared to open 
the darker box. Church universal consistently refuses to believe such monsters 
exist, and as we have seen already, has refused so far to consider there are  
spiritually dark forces driving the latest King Kong Korona deception. And as                      
a result of her refusal to engage with the real world, the congregations today 
have NIL understanding of the true heart and spirit of our luciferian rulers. And 
even worse for God's House right now, STILL church universal is not wanting to 
listen to ANY conspiratorial tittle-tattle as it's called. But for the AIDS dissenters, 
it's never been for want of trying to get church universal to listen wake up. 
Church universal has been keeping her fingers in her ears for decades on the 
AIDS deceit. Please let the following sink in. And it is a travesty.  

 

https://www.christianaid.org.uk/sites/default/files/2017-08/hiv-save-leaflet2010.pdf


HE CERTAINLY DID UNDERSTAND THE SERIOUSNESS 
Understanding the true nature of the fake AIDS/HIV crisis, I contacted several 
leading UK christian organisations involved in the kings' AIDS programs in order 
to get the relevant contrary information to the right people. I was not alone in 
this. AIDS dissident movements across the world were attempting to do the 
same, contacting the major media outlets and AIDS charities and churches in 
their own countries.  

In talking to these UK organisations, it quickly became apparent they had no idea 
of the falsity of the HIV test or of the true toxicity of the AIDS drugs they were 
promoting or of the true intentions of the WHO/UN/BMGF depopulation 
program. More seriously though, what became apparent across ALL these 
organisations was the utter disbelief that such a 'wild fantasy' was being 
suggested, and neither were they interested in receiving any of the 
'conspiratorial' links. One senior individual from a national christian organisation 
laughed out loud and asked me if I actually believed what I was saying. 'We work 
with the best scientific minds in the field!' and 'Do you really think we wouldn't 
know about this if it were true?'  etc, etc. Ugh and shameful x 18 million!   

One prominent black African leader of one leading UK church organisation did 
however sit down with me and he certainly DID understand the seriousness of 
the situation for his people. But` even as I was talking to him, I could tell the 
noisy Homer chant in his head was telling him this 'disruptive' contrary AIDS 
narrative he was now listening to would have a disastrous effect on his long-
cultivated relationships with DFID and associated UK government organisations.  



By the end of our meeting, this man knew beyond all doubt his evangelical 
organisation was allied with evil luciferian political forces and by default, his 
organisation was complicit in furthering Big Pharma's population control 
objectives under the guise of his African AIDS 'aid program'. And also, as head 
of the organisation, I could see he recognised his organisation had effectively 
been served notice on this evil. Only 5 minutes in, and he knew before God that 
his 'highly-praised and much-prayed-for' African AIDS program would need to 
undergo a complete reappraisal. In fact, if lives were to be saved, his current 
AIDS outreach program should cease operating WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT.   

Yet his African AIDS program continued unabated. Despite knowing that 
thousands of his African brothers and sisters and children and pregnant mothers 
and babies in the womb were intentionally being poisoned, his lips, mind and 
heart remained sealed. The head of this christian organisation was utterly 
compromised.  

And so, is it any wonder our God is calling time on all of this evil IN GOD'S 
HOUSE? He is choosing this time to expose all of these luciferian angels of light 
who sit far above us and across ALL of our governments and educational 
establishments, and as you can now see, who also sit far above and across so 
many of our church Foreign Aid programmes too.  

And so, it will be just the same for you, my friend. Like the evangelical leader 
who was given another side to the AIDS story but chose to remain allied to his 
government and Big Pharma and fellow church connections, you have the same 
choice with everything we are exposing here.  

I WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER ONE PARTICULAR EVENING 
The main thrust of the church universal AIDS programmes petered out at 
roughly the same time as the fashionable red AIDS ribbon petered out. There 
are however many christian AIDS charities and enthusiastic churches still 
operating under the false AIDS narrative and busy going about their utterly 
deceived 'infectious AIDS' business across Africa and Asia and central Europe. 
And so, if after reading this you feel strongly about halting the AIDS lies and the 
poisonings and the fake testing - if you've caught the dissenter passion to rescue 
God's children from such evil, then please spend just one hour of your time at 
some point, forwarding this pdf file on AIDS to as many AIDS organisations as 
possible. Because already in late 2021/2022, WHO and BMGF and the UN and 
other shimmering angels are resurrecting the AIDS myth, and third world 
countries are once again being bombarded with first world AIDS propaganda and 
murderous drugs.  



And we know how effective this fake AIDS pandemic propaganda is going to be 
in these countries. Just look out over our new King Kong Korona landscape and 
take in all the masks and hand gels and anti-social distancing. Are you starting 
to get a clearer view of our city as we climb, my friend? Are you starting to grasp 
the true depths of evil we're looking down upon now in OUR city?  And irony of 
ironies, in 2016 'the man who knew' about the dangers his African brothers and 
sisters faced and still face today, received an award from the Archbishop of 
Canterbury for his 'unique contribution' in the fight against 'world injustice'.  

Maybe God did speak to this man. All the information was given to him at the 
time, just as with all other church organisations I spoke to over the years. Maybe 
he did do all he could within his sphere of influence to reverse the horror of it 
all, and maybe the others did too. But that's between them and God. However, 
none of the organisations I contacted ever got back to me, and all of them, as 
far as I could see on their websites, continued and continue today to support 
the wicked angels in their despicable AIDS/HIV 'outreach' programmes. What a 
ghastly role church universal has played in 'the fight against AIDS. Again, ghastly 
- meaning: terrifyingly horrible to the senses, objectionable, frightening.    

I will always remember one particular evening presenting this information to        
a black church congregation in West London, and it was one of the most 
humbling and privileged nights of my life as a dissenter for our God. The tears 
flowed in the congregation and in me as the ugly truths of this world were 
revealed. But also, in the revealing of this ugliness and exposing it to God's 
Liberating Light, so many people that night were set free from the evil fake HIV 



curse imposed upon them by a predominantly white army of first world do-
gooders and 'first world' occult leaders. And likewise today, the exact same fake 
worldwide fake infectious luciferian King Kong Korona kurse is being fully 
adopted and preached and imposed upon the congregations and reinforced in 
the outside world by naive church universal.   

And how wonderful for a black congregation to hear maybe for the first time 
that not all white people believe black Africa is promiscuous, to hear that not all 
people black or white believe Africa is cursed with an 'infectious virus' as so 
many Africans do because of our evil first world luciferian lies. And how 
wonderful for the people to hear there IS hope for those who turn their backs 
on the angels' murderous ideologies and look to our God to lead them.  

And thank You Lord it was Your leading that made the way for a white guy to be 
speaking to a black congregation about the AIDS/HIV travesty, and during that 
evening, NOT ONCE did he tell them to wear a condom, NOT ONCE did he relay 
stories of promiscuous truck drivers and prostitutes and monkey sex, and NOT 
ONCE did he advise on getting tested or taking any of the kings' murderous 
drugs. Instead, he simply told the truth about our barbaric, luciferian world. And 
what a blessing it was for everybody there that night that he did so!  

It is evenings such as this that gives God’s dissenters and also the listeners such 
a joy. To be able to present such information to unstopped ears allows us to 
become prophetically excited at where our God will take us next! And this                        
I know. Just as I witnessed the tears which came from speaking the ugly truth on 
the luciferian Big Pharma AIDS deception and the freedom that followed by 
speaking the Beautiful Truth of God's Word on these matters, our God wants His 
church leaders to be speaking the same ugly, FREEDOM BRINGING truths to the 
congregations on King Kong Korona.  

And as always, we major on those Beautiful Truths that tell us how our God is 
our Sovereign God and so much bigger than all of the darkness! And actually, for 
many in the congregation that night, they instinctively knew deep down there 
was a deeper darkness to the African AIDS crisis, just as so many people today 
instinctively know there's a deeper darkness to monster Kong. All it needed was 
a coherent evening of joining the darker dots.      

In summarising this whole devastating AIDS affair from a church point of view, 
aside from her commendable compassion, it was church universal's naive trust 
in the kings of the earth which allowed her to be drawn in to 'helping' Africa and 
all the other countries she visited on behalf of the kings of the earth. And like 
everybody else, church universal was convinced of an 'infectious AIDS crisis' not 
because she actually sat back and thought about the phenomenon confronting 



her but because of her deep love and unquestioning worship of science and her 
naive belief that man couldn't possibly be that evil.   

And so we've run a sword through the ugly AIDS giant now, praise God! And so 
when you come across any article on AIDS/HIV now, such as this 2021 piece in 
the 'prestigious' Lancet, you'll not be swayed as the kings continue to push on 
with their murderous campaign, especially towards black people. And the next 
time you overhear a conversation about those promiscuous Africans, you'll be 
able to have a very different counter-conversation! The heart and hope of 
Smoke and Mirrors!   

AND I TRUST YOU’RE STILL CONSUMED? 
Throughout Smoke and Mirrors, you'll have noted I've made frequent reference 
to satan and lucifer and how he's been instrumental in so much of the evil 
uncovered in these pages, and even how he inhabits the World Health 
Organisation, the United Nations and many other world-respected health and 
political institutions. But is all of this 'lucifer talk' just fundamentalist hyperbole? 
Where's the actual evidence for lucifer? In fact, does ANY of the evil we see in 
the world actually need a devil, a lucifer, a satan in the driving seat? Because 
there are many people who do unimaginably evil things yet make no claim to 
being influenced by any invisible, dark spiritual forces.  

And so, whether you believe in him or not, let's now look for evidence for lucifer 
and even lucifer worship in our world institutions. And where better place to 
start than the United Nations! And what a gleaming palace of goodness it 
appears, the national flags all fluttering in the sun! And just read the UN 
homepage strapline: Peace, Dignity and Equality on a Healthy Planet. Ahhhh, 
that's nice! I see she's still busy though on the AIDS programme, and she's still 
wanting to vaccinate the entire earth with the c19 vaccine, as her c19 strapline 
unwittingly states, 'to develop a global response that leaves no-one behind'  

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)32522-8/fulltext
https://www.unhcr.org/pages/49c3646ce3.html
https://www.un.org/en/coronavirus/un-response


Leaving no-one behind? That can be read two ways. Should we laugh or cry? And 
we've seen already how the UN and WHO and Bill and Melinda Gates have aided 
and abetted in various covert sterilisation initiatives in various countries, and so 
we know straight away their hearts are only evil, and the cuddly child on the UN 
homepage is just the usual exterior gloss. But does lucifer himself actually 
inhabit the United Nations?  

Indeed he does! And he's even got his own little room in UN HQ in Manhattan 
where various luciferian agencies channel their thoughts and 'energies' to ask 
lucifer to guide the UN in all of her important decisions. And not only do all the 
UN officials know about the UN meditation room, they also endorse the 
activities that go on there.   

And so, as we make our way over to UN headquarters now, we needn't fear 
what we encounter. Yes, it's frightening in places but I trust you sense lucifer's 
secondary position in all of this, that he has not been glorified at any point, and 
that it is our God Alone Who is being given all the Glory, AMEN!  

And so, we keep climbing. And again, in all of this, God's dissenters are mindful 
that none of us is perfect, that ALL of us have fallen short. But this is my 
commission, my calling, and there'll be no be holding back for this dissenter. And 
I trust you're still consumed?  

     
 


